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Electric cars hold the potential to completely alter the interrelationship among actors in the automobile 

industry architecture. However, there is not yet at market as such, but initial market development shows that 

Denmark is becoming a global hotspot for electric cars of the future. The main player in bringing electric 

cars to Denmark is the Israeli-American venture capital project Better Place. In cooperation with DONG 

Energy, Better Place plans to create a national infrastructure network of battery charging spots to establish 

Denmark as a viable country for mass-market electric cars together with Renault-Nissan. This paper is 

concerned with the processes of this industry creation. The aim of the paper is to describe and analyse how 

envisioning of market ideas, designing market activities and creation of legitimacy among key stakeholders 

can be found in the emerging market for electric cars.  

 

Background 

 

Over the past decades the negative impacts of transport on the environment have developed into a 

general accepted problem or discourse depicting a growing concern for our environment (Van Wee 2007). 

Concomitant to this growing concern, industries are pushed to become more sustainable. With respect to the 

car industry, current dominant measures to reduce the demand for car usage have concerned assessments of 

how to reduce car use rather than reducing the environmental impact per car (Gärling and Steg 2007) and 

consequently there exists no standard solution for sustainable car usage. Accordingly, as part of the growing 

awareness on sustainable development, changing the core technologies of cars as reflected in the emerging 

electric car industry appears to hold promises for a more sustainable automobile usage. 

 

The electric vehicle charging network start-up, Better Place, is a central stakeholder in developing 

the electric vehicle market world wide. Project Better Place, a mobility operator, was constructed in autumn 

2007 and can be characterised as a venture capitalist company (Roth 2008). It works with business partners 

to build charging stations in geographically small areas. Its first project concerned building a network of 

charging stations across Israel and selling electronic vehicles manufactured by Renault (Better Place 2008b; 

Renault and Nissan 2008; Roth 2008). The second Better Place project  concerns a similar project in 

Denmark where DONG Energy, a major electrical producer of energy, and Better Place have created a joint 

ventured called Better Place Denmark (Better Place 2008a; Dong 2008; Holm 2008). 

 

Denmark, which has access to depleting oil reserves in the North Sea, currently generates 

approximately 20 percent of its electric power from wind-generating utilities, including DONG Energy. To 

date, seven percent of wind-generated power within Denmark is exported to other countries because utilities 

cannot store the excess power. With the Better Place model, Denmark now has the opportunity to leverage 

the existing electric grid and electric vehicle batteries to harness and store the abundance of wind-generated 

power and distribute appropriately for transportation consumption.  The Danish government encourages its 

citizens to switch from petrol-based cars to zero emission vehicles and is committed to helping the country 

reduce its CO2 emissions by 21 percent by 2012. Just by switching all vehicles to electric power, Denmark 

could effectively reduce its current CO2 emissions by 17 percent. Today, the Danish government incents 

consumers to purchase zero emission vehicles by applying zero tax for zero emission vehicles while 

applying up to a 180 percent tax on the purchase of petrol-based cars (Mathews, Andersen, and Rask 2009). 

 

With the institutional back up from the Danish government and the deal with Dong Energy, Better 

Place (and other actors) is facing a situation of market creation, similar to what was witnessed during the 

first dot.com wave in the late 1990s. If an electronic marketplace can be defined as ‗an inter-organisational 
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information system that allows the participating buyers and suppliers to exchange information about prices 

and product offerings‘ (Bakos 1991), we can understand the Better Place concept analogous to an e-

marketplace. According to Better Place Denmark, the central idea is to ―Get a car and subscribe to 

kilometers‖ and consists of five elements: 1) The customer gets a car without a battery, 2) Better Place leases 

the battery to the customer, 3) Better Place installs a communication unit in the car to optimise charging time 

in relation to the optimal capacity of connected power plants and the customer‘s utilisation profile, 4) The 

everyday driving is supported by charging stations, 5) Longer trips are supported by battery changing 

stations (Pedersen 2009). In other words, Better Place creates an e-marketplace with some intelligence built 

into it, through tailored software, allowing drivers to find out where their nearest charging point is; to 

evaluate how much they need to recharge given the current state of their battery; and to estimate the most 

cost-effective time for them to recharge, given current prices offered by the electricity grid. The role of the 

Better Place market is to aggregate this information and provide storage capacity and flexibility to the 

charging net. Their role in the market for electricity will be that of a re-intermediator, coordinating both 

information as well as electricity flows.  

 

An important implication of the digitalisation of market exchange is the entrepreneurial 

opportunities for creative destruction of existing market platforms. With the advent and dissemination of the 

Internet, the possibilities of using e-market making as a platform for organising exchange have developed 

profoundly. As a consequence, industrial and even national barriers to market entry are decreasing as well 

(Quelch and Klein 1996). In retrospect after the burst of the Internet bubble, many learned that market 

making was not simply about achieving first mover advantages, but more deeply about developing viable 

business models, which corresponded with unfulfilled wants and/or needs of buyers as well as exchange 

possibilities of suppliers. The chief challenge of e-market makers is to create market process innovations 

which are seen as valuable for market participants.  

 

The starting point of our contribution is the belief that market makers‘ ability to create viable 

markets is chiefly dependent on their ability to create market opportunities or discover market inadequacies 

by framing market exchange opportunities differently. In accordance with Kollmann (2006), we focus in this 

paper on e-venturing that clearly can be distinguished from traditional forms of entrepreneurship, since it 

usually involves original and innovative business models paired with strong market uncertainty, and is 

highly contingent on the ongoing development of IT as the supporting architecture for creating value. We 

focus on the crucial link between market making ventures and the market framing efforts of entrepreneurs. In 

the study of Better Place Denmark as the market maker, we seek to understand the sources and dynamics of 

market framing and market making that unfolds in the creation of the electric car industry. We therefore 

believe that this contribution provides new insights to both marketing and research on business venturing. 

 

In what follows, the concept and process of market framing is further elaborated drawing on the 

literature on e-business, marketing as well as existing literature on entrepreneurial cognition. We begin by 

developing a conceptual model which guides us in structuring our empirical findings as an illustrative case-

study. In the concluding chapter, we discuss our findings and draw implications for management as well as 

for research. 

 

Market Framing 

 

Market framing is fundamentally an interpretive act; it concerns envisioning reliable and actionable 

sequences of actions that can imbue sense to a complicated and multiplex set of market signals in novel 

ways. By envisioning, we believe that e-market makers use images to guide towards future states (Bird 

1988). It involves the imagination of future strategic opportunities, rather than calculations on how to occupy 

given positions in market space. However, framing a market context includes more than envisioning 

possibilities. The literature on cognitive impacts on venture creation frequently distinguishes between pre-

founding and founding cognition and draws in elements of scanning, interpretation and action in the 

conceptualisations in alignment with more general models of organisational cognition and sense making. In a 

similar vein, Weiber and Kollman (2006) speak of conceptualisation, realisation and operation of e-ventures. 
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We have developed a market framing model, consisting of three interdependent phases. These phases are 

iteratively rather than sequentially linked, as shown in figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. The Market Framing Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Envisioning unique e-market possibilities calls for intention as well as interpretive abilities from 

market makers alert to opportunities (Kirzner 1992). However, e-market framing is not only an interpretive 

act. It involves design skills as well legitimacy from key stakeholders (Maidstone & Mid Kent Chamber of 

Commerce 2001). 

 

Envisioning Market Ideas (conceptualisation) 

 

For an e-intermediary venture, the critical point for achieving a successful market framing is to 

discover opportunities for creating a new or better way of matching the exchange wants of market actors, 

which were exactly what Better Place addressed in their first press release when they launched themselves as 

an alternative transportation venture: 

 

"Our global economy urgently needs an environmentally clean and sustainable approach to energy 

and transportation. We need to rethink how to bring together consumers, existing technology, and 

the entire car eco-system to establish the next generation infrastructure that provides energy for 

commuters and is not dependent on liquid fuels," said Mr. Agassi. ―We have crossed a historic 

threshold where electricity and batteries provide a cheaper alternative for consumers. Existing 

technology, coupled with the right business model and a scaleable infrastructure can provide an 

immediate solution and significantly decrease carbon emissions." (Better Place 2007) 

 

One can basically imagine two routes for opportunity creation in the context of e-market venturing. 

One possibility is to detect inconsistencies in current market exchange processes and envision market 

possibilities for bridging market exchange more efficiently, contributing to the efficiency or current market 

structures. This is often referred to in the entrepreneurship literature as alertness towards opportunities, 

paraphrasing Kirzner (1992). Alternatively, e-intermediaries may create opportunities by breaking existing 

rules of exchange, developing strategic opportunities away from equilibrium and through this process 

creatively destroy existing market structures. In the entrepreneurship literature, this is typically associated 

with entrepreneurship in the Schumpeterian sense. In both cases, envisioning of a viable e-market idea 

depends on the ability of a mindset which is able to assign different value to resources and opportunities than 

those already present in the market. Focus is therefore on the human cognitive capability to envision market 
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opportunities, as discussed by cognitive approaches to entrepreneurship and business venturing (Ma and Tan 

2006). The alertness towards market opportunities as well as the envisioning of these opportunities can be 

found in the white paper where Shai Agassi, the founder of Better Place, is contributing with the following 

analysis: 

 

Cars are not complete products, as they would not provide any function without fuel and variety of 

services (such as maintenance). As the price of crude oil increased, it drove the price of fuel at the 

pump higher to become a much larger component of the total cost of car ownership. To illustrate, an 

average European car costs 12,000 Euros to acquire, yet over its 12 years of life will require 

approximately 30,000 liters of fuel costing roughly 35,000 Euros (assuming fuel prices do not 

continue to increase even further). In other words, we now have a container for energy built into the 

car - the fuel tank - costing $100 to build; yet our energy costs three times the price of the car. 

 

Contrast that with the electric vehicle where the container for energy, in this case a battery, costs 

roughly 7,000 Euros, yet the electricity to run the car costs 2,000 Euros for the entire life of the car. 

In the aggregate, energy to drive an electric vehicle now crossed under 10,000 Euros. Historic trend 

lines for battery over the last 25 years shows a 50% price per kWh improvement every 5 years, 

stemming from technological and process improvements. We have seen similar effects in the chip 

industry, where Moore‘s law predicted chip improvements amounting to 50% reduction every 18 

months. Similarly, we see the price of renewable generation declining over the years, to the point 

where large solar installations cost today 2 Euros per Watt, shedding price roughly at the same rate 

of 50% every 5 years. Projecting forward to 2015, we should see the cost of the battery and solar 

generation sufficient for a car reaching combined cost of 5,000 Euro. By the end of the decade that 

price should drop to 3,000 Euro with the battery and solar generation both outlasting the car. At 

some point during the next ten years, the total cost of electric energy (with battery) for a car will 

equate the cost of fuel for a single year. We predict that at some point in time before that next cross-

under point the entire car industry will tip to electric drive as the main design principle for new 

cars. 

 

What is missing for this transformation to happen today? Infrastructure and scale. Consumers 

simply cannot buy products that are not available. Electric cars as  well as all their critical 

components are produced in small runs, not on commercial scale. The car industry was caught by 

surprise with the sharp increase in oil prices as the US makers focused on ever larger SUVs and 

vans. Even Toyota was surprised with the success of its hybrid Prius line. While the entire industry 

scrambled to catch up to the hybrid wave, every one of the car majors assuming no new 

infrastructure will be in place for a pure EV decided not to produce an EV until the emergence of a 

battery that can last for 10 years and provide enough energy to safely drive a car for 500+ 

kilometers. Since such a battery is not in existence, and most likely will not be there for another 15-

20 years all makers pushed their EV plans into niche solutions focused on fleets of cars that run 

predetermined routes and come back to home base after 100-150 km, such as postal delivery trucks. 

 

It turns out that the solution does not stem from a more powerful battery. Rather we propose the 

creation of a ubiquitous infrastructure that can enable a car to automatically charge up its battery 

when parked, and on the exceptional long drive using an exchange station where an empty battery is 

replaced with a full on in automated lanes resembling car-wash devices positioned in gas stations 

across the country. We for the first time look at the car battery as part of the infrastructure system, 

not part of the car, much like the SIM card inside a cell phone is part of the network infrastructure 

which is residing inside the phone. Since the car owners do not own the battery they can freely 

exchange it as needed, not fearing the issue of receiving an ―older battery‖ in exchange for a new 

one. 

The collection of park and charge spots across a country or city, together with software that controls 

the timing for charging the cars, creates a smart grid - synchronized and extending the country‘s 

existing electric grid, matching excess electricity on the grid with the need to charge batteries 

flattening the demand curve in the process. When we put together the charge points, the batteries, 
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exchange stations, and the software that controls timing and routing we get a new class of 

infrastructure - the Electric Recharge Grid (ERG). A new category of companies will emerge in the 

next few years which will install, operate and service customers across this grid - called Electric 

Recharge Grid Operators (ERGOs). The business model for such operators will be similar to that of 

wireless phone operators, and so we can predict that a few years after the ERGOs, we will also see 

the emergence of virtual operators on top of the physical grid (or VGOs) (Agassi 2007). 

 

Designing Market Activities (realisation) 

 

 The realisation of the e-market activities of an e-intermediary includes crafting a viable e-business 

model which will both create activities that are valuable from the users‘ points of view and which will allow 

the market makers to appropriate value from their efforts. According to Osterwalder, Pigneur and Tucci 

(2005) a business model is created on the basis of the product as the value proposition, the customer 

Interface (target customer, distribution channel, relationship), the infrastructure (value configuration, core 

competency, partner network) and financial aspects as the cost structure and revenue model, where the 

business model is defined as ―a conceptual tool that contains a set of elements and their relationships and 

allows expressing the business logic of a specific firm. It is a description of the value a company offers to 

one or several segments of customers and of the architecture of the firm and its network of partners for 

creating, marketing, and delivering this value and relationship capital, to generate profitable and sustainable 

revenue streams.‖ (Osterwalder et al. 2005). 

 

This is in line with the business model Better Place presented in their first press release when they 

launched themselves as an alternative transportation venture: 

 

The business model for the electric cars will be similar to that used by mobile phone operators. In 

the same way that wireless operators deploy a network of cell towers to provide an area of mobile 

phone coverage, Project Better Place will establish a network of charging spots and battery 

exchange stations to provide ubiquitous access to electricity to power electric vehicles. The company 

will partner with car makers and source batteries so that consumers who subscribe to the network 

can get subsidized vehicles which are cheaper to buy and operate than today's fuel-based cars. 

Consumers will still own their cars and will have multiple car models to choose from (Better Place 

2007). 

 

Creating Legitimacy among Key Stakeholders (operation) 

 

As pointed out by Schumpeter (1934/1961), launching new market ideas means breaking away from 

existing market conventions and is likely to be met with resistance from market actors. The underlying 

reason for this is the limited cognitive capacity for information processing of market actors, which spurs 

uncertainty and resistance towards change. For e-market makers, this constitutes particular challenges, since 

they move in an uncharted and under-institutionalised market territory where the uncertainty and 

unfamiliarity of market actors is particularly critical, given the high degree of novelty involved. For these 

reasons, they face a liability compared to existing physical market players operating in highly 

institutionalised market settings. Overcoming the barrier of uncertainty is a key challenge in creating 

credibility, as providers of e-market services are faced not only with being mentally stuck in their own 

perspective to which they have made strong emotional and cognitive commitments, but also to be able to 

understand their customers‘ points of view, while warding off influencing attempts from the rival efforts of 

market framing from both market incumbents and other challengers.  Better Place managed to overcome 

these challenges in Denmark by creating a joint venture (Better Place Denmark) between well-known, state 

owned industry players: Dong Energy and Better Place USA: 

 

Copenhagen, Denmark (Jan 27, 2009) – Better Place, the world‘s leading mobility operator, today 

announced in conjunction with DONG Energy, that it has closed approximately €103 million Euro 

(770 million Danish Kroner) in equity and convertible debt for the initial deployment of their 

electric car charging network in Denmark. Under the terms of the agreement, DONG Energy will 
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assist in the Better Place Denmark network rollout as well as be the preferred supplier of renewable 

energy to power the network. The move sets the stage for Better Place and DONG Energy to execute 

as planned against their commitment to enable the widespread adoption of mass-market vehicles by 

2011 (Better Place 2009). 

 

Prior to this, some very important negotiations had been going on and concluded in the spring of 

2008 when Dong Energy and Better Place signed a letter of intent and published a joint press release (Better 

Place 2008b; Dong 2008). This was the fourth press release in the history of Better Place. The first was about 

the launch of the firm, the third was about an R&D centre in Israel, and the second press release was about 

the strategic alliance between the Renault –Nissan alliance and Better Place announcing that they were 

preparing the first mass produced electric vehicles. This was important since it involved the process of 

gaining a wider acceptance and credibility from business actors. As such, it involves legitimisation to 

achieve internalisation and socialisation among business actors. Often, this entails convincing potential 

buyers and/or sellers to replace well-proven habits and engage in the risky process of assimilating to new 

ways of conducting exchange. In this sense, buyers and sellers are in principle asked to invest in developing 

procedures for engaging in new forms of market exchange and at the same time to accept the losses incurred 

by abandoning existing routines. As market makers often are outsiders and contesters to existing market 

players, they suffer from a default liability of foreignness in the eyes of market actors, given that they have 

no reputation which may act as a signal of credibility and lead to commitment (Dei Otatti 1994).  Therefore 

Better Place Denmark states in the end of the press release announcing the joint venture, that there are no 

barriers of uncertainty that can challenge the credibility of the project: 

 

In March 2008, Better Place named Better Place Denmark as its second operator following Israel, 

which recently unveiled its first installed electric charge spots. Starting in 2011 through the 

extensive network, The Renault-Nissan Alliance will begin to commercialize a complete range of 

EVs especially adapted to Danish customer requirements. These cars will benefit from the Better 

Place mobility services and products (Better Place 2009). 

 

Conclusion and Implications 

 

In this paper we have described and analysed how market framing in the making of environmental 

markets has been carried out by Better Place Denmark in order to bring electric cars to Denmark in a 

cooperation between the American venture capital project Better Place, the Danish DONG Energy, and the 

French-Japanese Renault-Nissan electric cars manufacturer. 

 

We believe that the market framing efforts as an envision of market ideas, design of market activities 

and creation of legitimacy among key stakeholders are important elements to understand the actors in the 

emerging electric car industry, when rethinking marketing in a global economy where access to international 

markets become easier for creative entrepreneurs.  

 

We also believe that there is a need for more research on market framing in emerging markets. 

Based upon the preliminary findings in this paper, we can outline some propositions: 

 

 Conceptualisation, realisation and operation market framing in emerging market are iteratively linked 

together.  

 

 Envisioning market ideas (conceptualisation) is related to:  

o The discovery of opportunities for creating a new or better way for matching the exchange wants of 

market actors 

o The detection of inconsistencies in current market exchange processes and envisioning market 

possibilities for bridging market exchange more efficiently 

o The breaking of existing rules of exchange, developing strategic opportunities away from 

equilibrium and through this process creatively destroying existing market structures 
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 Designing market activities (realisation) is related to: 

o The creation of a business model as a set of elements and their relationships and allows expressing 

the business logic of a specific firm, which is created on the basis of:  

- The product as the value proposition 

- The customer Interface  as the target customer, distribution channel, relationship 

- The infrastructure  as the value configuration, core competency, partner network 

- The financial aspect as the cost structure and revenue model, where  

 

 Creating legitimacy among key stakeholders(operation) is related to: 

o Overcoming the barrier of uncertainty as a key challenge in creating credibility 

o The process of gaining a wider acceptance and credibility from business actors 
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